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ZEROPURO LANDAE PINOT GRIGIO

”Personalised,high quality start-up wine”

Story Zero Puro Landae is a Demeter certified start-up wine, organic
wine, biodynamic wine that suits vegans. The wine develops an orange colour
with 30 hours of shell contact. The wine then goes to natural yeasts for about
a month. No oak. The wine is also not filtered. Biodynamic farming works in
balance with nature, maintaining the fertility of the soil and the vitality of the
vines. It is packaged in a light glass bottle. Natural cork in bottles is an
ecological choice. No capsules, no plastic waste. The label is made of 100%
recycled material and 100% ‘tree free’, the trees have not been felled for the
sake of the labels.

Producer Cantina Orsogna is an award-winning cooperative in
Abruzzo, focusing on indigenous grape varieties such as Montepulciano
d’Abruzzo, Cococciola, Trebbiano d’Abruzzo, and Pecorino. Orsogna is
committed to biodynamic practices in winemaking, and many of their wines
hold strict Demeter certification. Through their Lunaria brand, they participate
in the World Wildlife Fund's wolf conservation project, aimed at preserving the
native wolves of Abruzzo and Calabria. Instead of traditional capsules, the
bottles are sealed with rustic twine managed by the local BABALU Friendship
Farm. Their dedication and trust in the original nature, its charm, and the
unveiling of its best qualities, have resulted in the Lunaria wine series,
harmoniously blending excellence and strong personality. In the background,
the sea and the Majella National Park immerse into dreams that give birth to
ambitious projects. All of Orsogna's wines are organic and suitable for vegans.

COLOR Salmon Red

AROMA Citrus on the nose, apple vineyard, redcurrant, rhubarb, sour
cherry, raspberry and Spices

TASTE Dry, acidic, currants, rhubarb juice and spices

TIPS FOR USE Suitable for salads, for vegetable stews and soups,
savoury snacks, antipastille, for pizza and pasta, rice dishes, for mushroom
dishes and goat cheeses.

WINE TYPE White wines
GRAPES Pinot Grigio 100%
MANUFACTURER Cantina Orsogna
ALCOHOL CONTENT 13%
SUGAR CONTENT 7 g/l

PACKAGE SIZE 6 bottle(s)
BOTTLE CLOSING Natural

cork
BOTTLE SIZE 0,75 l
PRODUCT
NUMBER

252007
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